
FINANCIAL LIT

GAMING

Action Items


1. Create a game that support solo and multiplayer


2. Allow players to invite each other to games


3. Create a game that incorporates and measures progress, levels, 

difficulty settings


4. Create a game that uses fun symbol and imagery


5. Create a game with an onboarding and tutorial that keeps attention 

and hooks


6. Create a game that uses simple language

Action Items


1. Create a game that allows users to role play


2. Create a game with multiple levels to challenge the users


3. Create a game that is quick to complete


4. Create a game that has feedback that assess user's progress, and learning.


5. Create a game that has competition and social element


6. Create a game that help users become financially literate by exposing and 

teaching them complex concepts in simple ways


7. Create a game that is both educational and stimulating

SME Takeaways & Insights

1. Design game for users to have both solo & group experiences

2. Allow players to invite each other to games

3. Design game for users to see and measure progress, particularly 
through leveling up in game.

4. Design game for users to customize difficulty as needed to  
prevent game from being over/under challenging

5. Utilize fun symbolism and imagery to customize game and 
increase immediate hook/pleasure

6. Onboarding will need to engage users and not overload them, 
but quickly keep attention/hook

7. Minimize technical language, progressively introduce more 
complex layers of game

8. Level 1 could be easy/minimal version with instructions


USER Takeaways & Insights

1. Utilize leveling up and role playing elements, esp. levels

2. Emergencies will be a key element of game play

3. Game should be somewhat quick; not time commitment

4. Research optimal mobile game lengths

5. Save feature?

6. Provide form of feed back specifically that user is "learning" 
e.g.through points, exp., or levels

7. Users like the competition and social aspect of games

8. Users become financial literacy through exposure and classes

9. Create a help button to get tips mid-game

10. Users would be opened to play an educational game about 
Finances

11. Users do think educational games can be effective.

Affinity Map Data



AREAS OF FOCUS

DOs



DO: Make the game easy to start



DO: minimalist/no onboarding



DO: educational focus/emphasis



DO: Communicate the value add to users



DO: Allow users to customize their 
gaming/learning



DO: allow for users to share scores/compete 
with others



DO: Reward users for progress



DO: Make their achievements visible/tangible



DO: Incorporate levels



DO: Incorporate easy language



DO: Incorporate high level concepts

SME Synthesis

User Synthesis

Affinity Map Synthesis


